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Structure of presentation

Three sections:

I. Journey: 2010-2016

II. Environment: Today and tomorrow

III. Future: ‘Quality’, ‘Growth’ , ‘Partnership’
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Journey: Introduction to Vision 
brochure 2011

“City University London is a special place. With skill and
dedication, we have used education, research and enterprise to
transform the lives of our students, our community and the world.
We now have an opportunity to transform ourselves. We can
make the strategic move that would put City on track to be
among the world’s best universities within a generation.

This document is about that strategic move and where we would
aspire to be, not in a generation but in the next five years.”
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Journey: Strategic Plan 2012-16

• Needed to be ‘better & bigger’ but couldn’t do 
both at same time

• Focused on quality (‘better’) as a prerequisite to 
growth (‘bigger’)

• Invested in academic staff, infrastructure, estate
• Did things differently
• Decreased level of devolution & increased level 

of coordination
• Rode the storm of national change in higher 

education
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Journey: Ambitious targets

 More than doubled proportion of academic staff producing world-leading or 
internationally excellent research

 Increased annual Government core research grant by more than 70%

 More than doubled annual research grants and contracts income
 Increased average undergraduate entry tariff by at least 35 to be 

consistently in excess of 400

 Increased proportion of our students entering graduate level jobs and 
moved from the top 30% to the top 10%
 Increased total student numbers by between 10% and 15% and research 

students by over 80%

 Increased satisfaction of our undergraduate students and moved from the 
lowest 20% to the top 40% of UK universities

 Maintained and further consolidated our position as leading university for 
Masters programmes in the subjects we offer

 Increased significantly investment in property and facilities

 Increased undergraduate student numbers in Business & Law
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Journey: Strategic Plan 2012-16

And importantly, returned to surplus after 7 years of deficit

5% surplus

3%
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Journey: Lessons learnt

1) Understand relative position

Don’t underestimate extent to which the sector has the same or similar
improvement objectives as City

2010 2015
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2021

Assumption for 2021: all institutions 
with > 30% proportion of staff 
producing 3*/4* research will 
increase by 25% of their ‘gap’ to 
100%



Journey: Lessons learnt

Don’t underestimate extent to which the bar is rising on e.g., student
satisfaction
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Journey: Lessons learnt

2) Pull together

Argument for change was overwhelmingly strong

• Staff engagement process took over a year but had limited success
• Reasons:

 felt ‘top down’
 first change for many years
 speed of change once Strategic Plan was agreed

• Current Vision & Strategy 2026 work started with a generous period of
‘bottom-up’ staff engagement.
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Journey: Staff engagement

Values
As a result of ‘bottom up’ staff engagement, five guiding values are
proposed to underpin the Vision and Strategy 2026:

• Ambitious – a place where people seek new challenges and go the
extra mile to achieve the strategic priorities in Vision and Strategy
2026 through implementation of their School Strategic Plan or
Professional Service Plan

• Collaborative – a place where successes are shared and problems
solved by working in partnership for the common good

• Community – a place with a sense of community where people have
pride in their institution, are respectful and look out for each other

• Diverse & inclusive – a place where diversity is a strength and
inclusiveness is promoted proactively, with a focus on gender equality
as City's most pressing challenge

• Organisationally self-confident – a place that knows its strengths
and is open about and strives to address its weaknesses
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Journey: Lessons learnt

3) Slog of implementation

Old adage: ‘ideas are easy but implementation is hard’

• Four years of ‘head down implementation’ has been difficult for
everyone at City - particularly ExCo.

• Becoming easier with increasing external evidence of success but the
difficult process of implementation will remain as part of Vision and
Strategy 2026
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Journey: Lessons learnt

4) Long lag

Unavoidable time lag between decision, implementation, impact and 
improvement in externally-published performance

Need to keep focused on the things that really matter
 Transform the lives of our students
 Create new knowledge
 Support business and the professions
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Journey: Conclusion and next
stages

• We have built the platform that enables City to plan for our 
generational ambition of positioning ourselves with the world’s best 
universities

• Vision and Strategy 2026, based on quality, growth and partnership, 
will take us part way there and be implemented during a time of major 
change in the sector

• Next section will consider future trends, our position in the sector and 
some immediate financial challenges
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Environment: City’s position in the
sector

• Concentration of research into fewer institutions but new and determined government focus on 
academic quality could lead research segment to focus more on partnership working nationally and 
internationally

• At the price-focused end of market, new providers will join existing institutions to compete on value 
proposition and there may be opportunities for partnership in specific areas

• These factors will exacerbate further the “squeezed middle” effect. Institutions offering less than high 
quality will eventually, be forced to compete on price 

Current university sector Likely future university sector

Traditional sector

New universities

City

Highest perceived quality

Lowest perceived quality

High degree of 
specialisation

Diverse 
portfolio 

of courses

Broadly based 
institutions

Complete 
providers

Aspirational cohort

Highest perceived quality

Lowest perceived quality

High degree of 
specialisationDiverse 

portfolio of 
courses

The 
new 
elite

Squeezed 
middle

Price focused

City

Likely area of 
interest for new 
providers (e.g. 
private equity 
backed)New providers

Specialists

Focused research 
and education

universities
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Environment: Growth – Top 20  
undergraduate subject areas

• City has, or is planning to develop, 
undergraduate programmes within the 
‘blue’ subject areas

• City is not active or planning to be 
active in the ‘red’ subject areas

• ‘Red’ subject areas are costly to teach 
and/or require specialist facilities e.g., 
sport and exercise science

• ‘Red’ subject areas have relatively low 
tariff on entry e.g., design studies

• ‘Red’ subject areas do not fit within the 
strategic priorities of financial 
sustainability or quality constrained 
growth
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Environment: Growth – Top 20
postgraduate subject areas

• City has, or is planning to develop, 
postgraduate programmes within the 
‘blue’ subject areas

• City is not active or planning to be 
active in most of the ‘red’ subject areas 
for a mixture of practical and quality 
related reasons

• However, History at PGT level could 
be an obvious extension from the 
proposed UG offering in SASS

• Elements of Architecture could form 
part of MCSE’s offering
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Environment :Challenging financial
context

• 2% increase in employers’ contribution for USS
• Increase in National Insurance contributions
• Maintenance of £9k undergraduate fee reducing real income – future 

level of fee will depend on reaching standards determined by TEF
• Downward pressure on international student numbers as a result of 

government policy
• Likely sixth year of decline in UK PGT student numbers
• Decline in NHS spending on education
• Levy to fund apprenticeships
• London weighting under review
• Increasing land and property prices in London
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Maintain a simplified version of our current vision:

“City University London: A leading global 
University committed to academic excellence, 
focused on business and the professions and 
located in the heart of London.”

Pathway to this vision based upon quality, growth and partnership.
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Future: Strategic priorities

Maintain quality trajectory (‘better’)
• Build on quality focus of Strategic Plan 2016
• Maintain City’s current, upwards trajectory in research intensity,

research quality, education quality and student experience

Achieve growth (‘bigger’)
• Vertical growth where existing subjects have momentum
• Horizontal growth where City’s existing strengths can be

leveraged through new and joint degrees
• Accompanied by growth in research and enterprise
• Economies of scale, given many fixed costs
• In all instances there will be a guiding principle of “quality

constrained growth”

Leverage partnerships
• Within City, within London (UoL) and internationally 19



Future: Quality constrained growth
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Future: Partnership – City and 
London

Partnership within City
• Continue ‘One City’ trajectory
• Joint undergraduate and PGT programmes
• Joint research/PhDs
• Linked to increased sense of community

Partnership within London
Seizing opportunity of our enhanced quality, stronger ambition and
brand-strengthening membership of the University of London
• Enhanced student recruitment (quality and quantity)
• Greater involvement in Doctoral Training Centres
• Engagement with UoL International Programme
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Future: Partnership –
Draft Internationalisation Strategy
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We aim to enhance our global reach and profile. 

Over the next ten years we plan to: 
• Increase our global reach and brand visibility
• Better prepare students for the globalised world
• Have an impact on global issues and policy formulation
• Improve engagement with global issues
• Increase income generation (education, research and enterprise)

We will: 

1  Grow the Dubai Centre to include degree and short courses from all 
Schools and develop partnerships with relevant authorities (Dubai 
International Financial Centre, DIFC Courts, Dubai Health Care City). 

2  Partner with organisations around the world who offer us opportunities to 
deliver our programmes abroad and organisations that provide high quality 
international education for students wishing to study at City. 



Future: Partnership –
Draft Internationalisation Strategy
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Contd.

3  Expand our partnerships with overseas universities to facilitate international 
student exchange, recruitment of high quality PGT and PGR students and 
establish joint courses via our existing partnerships with WC2 and other 
universities. 

4  Enhance the student experience to make City a university of choice by 
progressively internationalising the curriculum wherever possible and partnering 
organisations to provide 

(i) UK/EU students with an international placement opportunity and 
(ii) international students with a placement opportunity in London.

5  Enable our students to be global in their experience and outlook and thereby 
increase their employability. 

6  Enhance our student experience,  research activity and profile by:
(i) hosting outstanding academics from around the world to come to the 

University as City Scholars in Residence and
(ii) hosting International Research Conferences. 



Future: What do we need to
succeed?

Staff who are valued and supported to give of their best
• City will continue to attract and retain outstanding people and develop

their knowledge, capabilities and skills
• Build strongly on current community development while continuing to

move balance from staff to students
• However, a weak ‘sense of community’ has long been a feature of City
• Compounded by City’s London commuter status, devolved structure,

rapid rate of change and leadership required to effect that change
• Mitigating responses put in place throughout period of Plan: e.g., staff

space, ‘One City’, leadership development, communication
Improving processes
• Significant efficiency transformation (e.g., in Student & Academic

Services and Research & Enterprise Support)
Financially sustainable
• Achieve a consistent surplus in keeping with our new covenant(s)
• Generate the funding to support investment
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Future: Vision & Strategy 2026

Our Vision & Strategy 2026 sees 
Schools:
• maintaining an unwavering focus 

on quality (education and research 
in particular)

• growing in a way that will not 
lower quality

• developing partnerships within 
City, within London and 
internationally

• and putting greater emphasis on 
our staff as the people who will 
deliver 
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Future: Vision & Strategy 2026

In other words, City in 2026 will retain its current character but be
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Future: Vision & Strategy 2026

Strategic Planning
• High level Vision and Strategy 2026, with greater emphasis on School 

Strategic Plans as drivers of delivery
• Annual planning to drive efficiency savings and allocate budgets
• Revise project plans or method of delivery where City is off target
• Revise targets where external environment has shifted
• Fewer targets than in Strategic Plan 2012-16, which has four KPIs 

and 29 PIs
• Set of fixed broader institutional PIs (perhaps ten-fifteen, to include 

finance and staff engagement)
• Four academic output KPIs (reviewed annually)
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Future: Academic output KPIs
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Academic Output KPIs Starting point 2016 Indicative staging 
point 2021

Indicative arrival 
point 2026 Key issues

1. Student employability
25th (Times and Sunday 
Times University League 

Table)

15th (Times and Sunday 
Times University League 

Table)

> 10th (Times and Sunday 
Times University League 

Table)

• Internships
• Placements

2. Student completion

86% average progression 
from year 1 to year 2  
across institution, UG 

programmes vary

80% on all UG 
programmes

85% on all UG 
programmes

• Personal tutoring
• IT enabled

3. Student experience Best NSS in London, top 
22% in UK

Consistently best NSS in 
London, top 20% in UK

Consistently best NSS in 
London, top 10% in UK

• Students’ Union 
partnership

• Module scores

4. Research
3*/4* 40% 3*/4* 60%+ 3*/4* 80%+ • Recruiting new 

research excellent 
academic staff

• ARQM4* 11% 4* 18% 4* 20%+

These are important areas of high challenge for City
1-3 are proposed TEF metrics



Future: Draft Academic Staffing Plan

• All Schools plan to increase 
their research quality and 
intensity relative to their 
REF2014 position leading 
up to REF2021

• Increasing 3*/4* from 
40%  -> 60% +

• Increasing 4* from         
11% -> 18% 
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Implementation of the contractual shifts to Academic (Education) contained within the 
Draft Academic Staffing Plan above remain under discussion. The numbers in the left 
hand blue column are based largely on the number of staff currently holding Education 
role profiles.

Academic Staff 
Breakdown by School E VL* ER1*2* ER3*4* R

2014/15 School 
Totals

Academic 
(Education)

Visiting 
Lecturer 
(PAYE)

Education & 
Research 
(1*/2*)

Education & 
Research 
(3*/4*)

Research 
Contract

Cass 199.1 0 34.1 77 87 11
SASS 184.1 0 36.4 57.1 82.8 7.8
Law 85 26 6 41 12 0
SHS 166.85 0 13 70 57 28

SMCSE 133.9 0 0 20.1 82 31.8
Totals 768.99 26 89 266 320 78

2019/20 School 
Totals

Academic 
(Education)

Visiting 
Lecturer 
(PAYE)

Education & 
Research 
(1*/2*)

Education & 
Research 
(3*/4*)

Research 
Contract

Cass 211 33 34 28 105 11
SASS 208.7 20.1 31.3 25 122.5 9.8
Law 89 47 4 9 27 2
SHS 183.7 37 13 33 65 36

SMCSE 119 12 0 6 72 29
Totals 811.4 149 82 101 392 88

Difference 42.41 123 -7 -165 72 10



Future: Capacity to borrow

City is well placed for the future within a relatively select group of (>£100M total 
income) universities with no debt
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University of Glasgow £511M
University of Dundee £243M
City University London £194M
University of Huddersfield £141M
Glasgow Caledonian University £118M
University of Wales Trinity Saint David £109M

UK universities with zero debt and a total 
income of more than £100M in 2013/14



Future: School Strategic Plans

All Schools plan to increase significantly their research quality and intensity
position leading up to REF2021

• Cass Business School – world class business school; iconic building;
strong growth in undergraduate and PGT numbers

• City Law School – one of the UK's leading law schools by 2026, in terms
of its national and international reputation for academic excellence;
iconic building; globalising and growing the LLB and LLM; new
professional qualifications

• School of Arts & Social Sciences – increasing Social Science and Arts
subjects with a business inflection

• School of Health Sciences – a world-leading centre of excellence in
healthcare education and applied healthcare research

• School of Mathematics, Computer Science & Engineering – increasing
quality of undergraduate provision while maintaining PGT
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